Preface
When we began our work on air pollution issues, we had never thought we would end up learning
about how buses run (or do not); neither had we thought we would join the fight for the right to walk.
But it is clear that without a mobility transformation, Indian cities can never win the war on foul air
and toxins emitted by vehicles that riddle our bodies.
Our work on air pollution started in the mid-1990s, when Delhi had just started to implode with
vehicles. The air was black. We could not breathe. The first and urgent step was to find ways of
reducing the levels of pollution. Two things were done. First, improvements were carried out in the
conventional fuel and vehicle technologies and second, there was a fuel switch. So we moved from
10,000 parts per million (ppm) of sulphur to 500 ppm in just one jump. But even this was not enough.
There were highly polluting vehicles in the city and we needed even better solutions that would be
instant and big. So, the only option was to switch to compressed natural gas (CNG). The emissions
from CNG were lower than what could be achieved with the best technology available worldwide.
This double-leapfrog gave huge and instant gains. All the polluting diesel vehicles — three-wheelers
and buses -- moved to CNG; the rest moved to much cleaner petrol and diesel. We saw gains. Delhi
could see the stars again. But the bottom line was that the scale of the intervention was big enough
to match the scale of the change that was exploding in the city.
This was in 2003. In 2013, a decade later, we have come a full circle — almost. Air pollution levels in
the city are up again — dangerously so. There are new deadly toxins in the air we inhale. Ground level
ozone is a worrying factor, as is nitrogen oxide that curdles lungs. Not only has the number of vehicles
grown, what is of greater concern is that the share of diesel vehicles has soared. We know that diesel,
for all its talk of being clean, is nothing close. It has legally allowed higher emissions of NOx and
particulates than petrol vehicles and there are fears that as black carbon — unburnt hydrocarbons
which is a dangerous climate change enforcer — it adds to warming temperatures.
Not good news. What makes it worse is the sheer helplessness of governments. The differential
between petrol and diesel continues to increase. This, even when for each litre of diesel sold, oil
companies bleed because of under-recovery. It is a no-brainer — control on use of diesel in vehicles
is good for the environment and the economy. But it cannot happen because of powerful car lobbies.
However, it is still not the time to give up. The fact is that even though pollution levels have increased
in Delhi and other cities of India, there is still some good news.
For one, there is the imperative. It is clear that while our cities are overrun with glitzy cars, there is
no option but to reinvent mobility. Currently only 10-15 per cent of India — even in its richest cities
— commutes by car. But private cars take up over 90 per cent of the existing road space. And cities
like Delhi are finding fast that all the flyovers that they build are not enough — the vehicles take up
the space and the jam becomes permanent. These vehicles are also responsible for pollution levels
and it is fast becoming a nightmare to find a parking slot in our car-run cities. And remember, this is
when only a small minority drives. How will we make space for the rest to drive — space on the road
for the car to move and space in the air for us to breath?
Secondly, there is the opportunity. The question is if only 10-15 per cent take the car and 20 per cent
take a two-wheeler to work or play; the reverse is that over 60-70 per cent take the bus, metro, cycle
or walk. They do this because they are too poor to take the car or two-wheeler. The question is if we
can reinvent mobility systems so that they continue to take the bus, metro, cycle or walk when and
because they are rich.
This is the big game changer in our world. But this is not possible, unless cities think big and plan
small. We need the details worked out so that it is convenient and seamless to move across cities
without the bother of a car. This will take planning differently for cities — from land-use to cycletracks. But it will also require implementation in careful and deliberate ways so that the bus stop and
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the metro is connected and the cycle tracks do not get obliterated because of encroachment or
barriers. It is a different city of our dreams.
Thirdly, there are the baby steps. Across Indian and indeed South Asian cities we are beginning to see
the change in policy and in practice. None of the steps we have recorded in this compilation are so big
today that they can overcome the exorable pace of car-growth and pollution. But these changes reflect
a new understanding of the future, which is in variance to the conventional. This is why it needs to be
recognised and rewarded.
The fact is that the rest of the world is discovering the joys of cycling after it has seen cars coming out
of its driveways. They have invested in pollution control of vehicles and greatly improved fuel quality.
But they still find that air toxins take new shape — so even as rich cities reduce particulates, NOx
becomes a problem. It is also a fact that they continue to invest huge amounts in cleaning up air —
money that we just don’t have. But it is also a fact that these cities are today celebrating what we so
hate — the freedom from the tyranny of the car. All over Europe people are cycling to work, getting
advantage of exercise during their commute and finding more hours for leisure.
But we do not have to first do it wrong and then fix it. We can reinvent mobility. Get people to move
and not on cars.
This is the reason for this book. We want to stand behind these ideas of change — however small and
however insignificant they may seem today. They are the harbingers of a different tomorrow.
The challenge now is to learn from these experiences and to upscale the practices so that once again,
we can have the great leapfrog — move from cars to no cars. Move from pollution to no pollution.
Sunita Narain
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